MARTINEZ WAR MEMORIAL CREATION

Monument during production

Cleanup after production at Art Monument, Hayward CA on 24 May 2018

The pedestal after production

Details of VFW on the pedestal
MARTINEZ WAR MEMORIAL DELIVERY
Martinez, 25 May 2018

Pedestal ready for offload

Forklift readies for the move
IN HONOR OF THE MEN AND WOMEN OF MARTIERS
WHO GAVE THEIR LIVES IN DEFENSE OF OUR NATION
IN TIME OF WAR

WORLD WAR I

Brandon, Hazel L. USA
Flannigan, George USA, PVT
Schatz, Walter E.
Stewart, Nelson A. USA, PVT

WORLD WAR II

Asherton, Harry Drew Jr. USN, Seaman 2c
Boydston, Dorothy Sophia USN, Seaman 2c
Campbell, William L. USA, PFC
Cleghorn, Frank C. USA, PVT
Cott, Gerald Francis USN, Fireman 1c
Dunton, James Neil USN, Seaman 2c
Fassnacht, Tony M. USA, Tec 4
Guyton, Jarrell Alfred USN, Av Mach 3c
Hoffmeier, Norman J. USAF, PVT
McFarland, Alan D. USA, AV Cdt

KOREAN WAR

Roman, Frank M. USA, PFC

VIETNAM WAR

Brasher, Ronald C. USA, SGT
Collins, Michael R. USN, LT
Halley, Harrison L. USMC, Capt
Knutsen, James Kohl USA, SP 4

GLOBAL WAR ON TERROR

Magnani, Patrick D. USAF, MSgt

ONCE IN OUR LIVES - FOREVER IN OUR MEMORIES

Dedicated by VFW Post 1351 and
American Legion Post 29